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July 2022
NEWSLETTER GUIDELINES
At a recent Committee meeting the group provided feedback and suggestions regarding the guidelines for
our newsletter. These guidelines will apply to all newsletters, commencing Edition 3. The guidelines are as
follows:







There will be two newsletters published each term, i.e. six in total each year
The newsletter shall be four (4) pages in length, where appropriate
Articles, including special reports, member profiles and member experiences shall be approximately
250 words or ½ an A4 page
For the most part, the newsletter will focus on our organisation’s members; celebrating our people
and the activities or courses they undertake. Occasionally the newsletter will have a different
purpose, e.g. the first newsletter of the year will be centred on the Annual General Meeting in Term
1.
We want to learn more about our members and the courses they undertake. To that end we have
developed two proformas: one which is titled ‘Member Profile’ and the second is titled ‘Showcasing
Our People and Our Courses’. (These are on the last page of the June Newsletter). It would be good
if some of our members could fill out either one of these proformas, but we emphasise that this is
voluntary.
You can do this online and then send it to Ann Bloomfield via email:
communication@portsorellu3a.org.au Alternatively, if you are not comfortable with the online
format, you can collect a hard copy from the office and leave it with our office personnel.
Should you require assistance with these proformas, please don’t hesitate to contact Ann on 0447
506 691 or any of the office staff.

SAVE THE DATE …
Many of you would be aware that we have three special events happening this term. They are:
1. 18th July
Titanic – A Tale of Two Engine Rooms This talk will be delivered by David Jones, who is
a retired marine engineer, and has much experience in this area
2. 27th July
A Taste of Antarctica Experiences from living in the Antarctic by David Brett
th
3. 15 August Bushfire Readiness and Home Fire Safety This presentation is being facilitated by James
Jennings, Education and Liason Officer from Tas Fire North West. David Prince, the Port Sorell Fire
Chief will be present to answer questions, as well as a representative from COTA
More details will be available at a later date.

SPECIAL REPORTS
1. Excursion to Dulverton rubbish and composting facility
This special event was a bus excursion and required a great deal of organisation from Marlene Chesne, Jim
Rudling and Tricia Vierra. We thank them for their time and dedication to ensure this excursion took place.
Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world — Margaret
Mead by Julie Fitzpatrick
Was it this famous quote that jolted four councils, Devonport, Latrobe, Central Coast and Kentish to establish a
dedicated landfill, which would have minimal to nil environmental impact? We won’t really know the impetus for this
initiative, but I was one of 18 U3A participants to be shown around this facility and learn a little of what is being
achieved. And it is a WOW factor.
A redundant clay quarry was repurposed in 1995 when a Joint Authority established Dulverton Waste Management
Facility near Railton. A former brick-making facility, on 35 hectares, somewhat isolated from populated areas, the real
deal maker was a hole, no ordinary hole, this hole had a non-permeable clay lining. The enterprise is not about
dumping mounds of our waste and filling up the hole (well it is at its most simplistic)c, but in reality, it is much more
complex. The landfill is made up of a series of cells, each on a slight incline. The incline allows moisture from the waste
to drain into a lined leachate pond. 60,000 tonnes of discards from our society, plastics and plastic bags OMG it just
defies imagination), is collected, dumped, spread evenly over the site and compacted and compacted and compacted,
until there is a large mound of compressed rubbish. As each cell is complete, it is capped with clay to prevent rainwater
from entering, covered with dirt and sewn over with grass.
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Once capped, our modern-day midden is left to simmer “like a hell-broth boil and bubble” … well not quite like
Macbeth’s witches because in this cauldron there are lots of safeguards and recycling. The leachate is sent to TasWater
for treatment and then recycled back into the environment. Methane, that very harmful greenhouse gas which
contributes to global warming, is captured in strategically placed pipes and stored. It is the intention that this will in
the future be used to power the operation. So a harmful gas, heated to create fuel, releases carbon dioxide which is
consumed by trees and transformed into oxygen. That’s a pretty cool outcome. Large nets around the perimeter of
the mound capture any floating debris; escapees are manually collected. Now here is the best part, in 58 years’ time
this modern midden will be mined. Yes mined. That which can decompose will be, and that which hasn’t (such as
plastics and tin) will be recycled. What a win win!
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But just like those crazy television ads, “there is more”. We now come to the much revered Dulverton Compost;
alchemy or science. As long as it is not contaminated and was once livin,g Dulverton will take it. Redundant non
treated hard wood pallets reduce to splinters, nails removed by a massive magnet. These are sent to dedicated metal
recyclers. Hydroponic coir from Costers is added to green waste, as well as commercial food waste, dairy waste and
even contaminated diesel from the recent tug boat incident. In fact anything that is biodegradable is added to the
mix. In all, about 40,000 tonnes a year. This is laid out in a windrow formation and turned by a million dollar machine.
In about 16 weeks, voila, Dulverton Compost. While there is no specific ingredient or recipe mix, the process is
according to Australian Standard AS4544. The decomposing material must be over 50 0 C for 3 consecutive turns over
3 weeks… often it can reach 65 to 70C. Even then the end product is screen tested for pathogens and weeds.
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What about fish you might say. Fish did form part of the process, but got a bit pongy – even the residents some
distance away got a whiff. However, there are plans to enclose the mulching process so fish waste will eventually get
back on the agenda. Sadly, we are missing a valuable resource in waste from plantation harvesting as burning is a
cheaper option. Come on Forestry, if Costa can change its operation and use a more environmentally friendly
encasement for their coir, what about Tassie’s own recycling their waste.
Kelpomix, another good Tassie business, mix the mulch into their wonderful product. With the huge jump in price of
fertiliser due to global shenanigans, some NW coast farmers are seeing Dulverton Compost as a more cost effective
alternative. Now that is a massive triumph.
It never ceases to amaze me some of the innovation that is here on our doorstep. Thank you U3A for giving us the
opportunity to visit this complex and learn what our Councils are doing to help the environment. Thank you to
Matthew Layton and Abbie Allan from Dulverton Waste Management, who took time out of their busy schedule to
run the tour, and to Marlene Chesney for organising it. Well done to all; I am looking forward to the next excursion.

Note: There is an upgrade planned for the composting facility, called the DOT project. In simple terms, we are
moving from an “open air” composting process to a fully enclosed, and controlled environment.
More information and updates : https://dulverton.com.au/compost/facility-upgrade/

2. Horticultural experience with Jenny Connors
A vase of flowers, beauty or interference? Flowers say so much and give so much joy and are integral to our lives.
They are symbols of grief and happiness. But when the flower is severed it dies unfulfilled. On this journey into
horticultural experiences we focused on flowers and their purpose.
Our first journey began with Ali Dugan who introduced us to native bees. There are over 100 different native bee
species in Tasmania. While their collection of pollen may be a bit messy, they get it all over themselves; they are very
effective in pollinating native plant species and may assist the food production industries. Ali conducted an experiment
using native trees as a hedge and weed suppressant around a pyrethrum field. This not only offered wind protection
but gave a valuable habitat for the native bees. Ali stressed we need to protect these wonderful creatures encouraging
them by creating native bee hotels, planting blue, yellow and white flowers, the colour they love.
Roberta Johnson captured this little beauty (below), in her garden on a yellow flower

Ali’s advice when weeding: take it slow, a small patch at a time, give the bees a chance
to escape. This has become my weeding mantra, my pace has purpose.

Our next journey was to Bronwyn and Neville Kent’s property near Sheffield. The Kent’s
have hives of European bees and a flow hive inhabited by the docile Italian bees. Now, the flow hive is my kind of
device, you just turn a tap, and out flows the honey. Well that’s the theory, the hive does not work in our climate
being designed for the tropics.
The Kents have created a garden for all seasons, planting exotics for as much of the year round flower production as
possible to keep their bees happy. Our group is ambling through the recently commenced native plant garden, which
Neville wistfully admits they may never see full production, but the next generation will. Their honey is natural, yes it
will crystalize as it has not been adulterated with sugar syrup that ingredient that makes the honey flow freely.
Consumerism don’t you love it?

It was here we encountered the not
so humble, bumble bee, Bombus
Terestis. It’s not only DPIPWE who
has Bombus on their most wanted
list, an attempt to raid a European
bee hive resulted in a very ignoble
eviction.

We were totally spoiled by Bronwyn and Neville who not only gave up their time to share their vision and passion but
also supplied a fabulous afternoon tea, scones, jam and cream and homemade honey biscuits. This secret recipe of
this incredible edible has been distributed to attendees.
In downtown Turners Beach there is another hidden gem which was the subject of our second excursion: Brandsema
Produce. Marcus Brandsema generously gave up his time to tell us of the origins of this family business and to show
us around. Hot houses, with hydroponically grown tomatoes, bound for Woollies and Coles, capsicum and eggplant
for the more discerning green grocer. This process was an amazing weld of high tech and manual labour. Specially
selected cultivars, flavour being paramount, mulch carefully infused with nutrients, plants mechanically turned. Hot
house temperatures maintained by diesel and gas generators. Tomato plants in their growth phase consume
considerable carbon dioxide, a byproduct of the gas generation as a
consequence this is strategically
released into the hot houses. However
as you can see in the second picture
there is considerable manual effort.
Not only are the plants manually
picked but even though they use a
blow machine for fertilization the
process requires manual manipulation.
I can gain a little appreciation of why
our villain bumble bee was smuggled
into Tassie. Marcus than took us to the packing room where tomatoes are sorted and
packed into plastic containers for market. Wondering about the packaging, totally recyclable.
We finished off the day at the Berry Patch with coffee and delights, OMG that desert fridge should be declared illegal.
Another family run business Craig Morris introduced us to his passion, berries which can be purchased freshly picked,
pick your own or consumed in their very own ice cream or wicked deserts. Not only has this business survived the fruit
fly outbreak but now contending with blueberry rust. Craig presented us to a new concept in berries, the more prickly
the plant the juicier the fruit. As a side note for the historian he found blackberries with canes as thick as his arm,
speculating that these were from Fenton’s import of the 40’s, that is the 1840’s.
Our final excursion was to Derelie and Bob Cherry’s Gawler Garden. Bob is a retired NSW nursery man who has really
just down sized. He has redesigned the original owners dream, removing stone edging, apparently a uniquely
Tasmanian initiative, building stone walls and creating an amazing wood land garden under the already established
trees.

Bob is actively propagating plants for sale and Derelie has promoting the cut flower market having a stall at the gate.
Their garden features year round colour roses, dahlias, lillie, daffodils, poppies and tuberous begonias.
Maybe it was the intervention of his dog, who suffers severe anxiety; Bob didn’t share a lot in the way of propagation.
It was in the Tuberous Begonia house which featured a magnificent display of blooms, that Bob introduced us to a
conundrum yet again of our own making.
He explained ‘woman’s desire’ for the flamboyant, the gaudy, the glitzy double bloom has created a flower that our
beautiful friends the bees cannot pollinate. The female flower is so shielded by her aesthetic tutu the deed can only
be done with human intervention.
Pictured below with its skirts lifted akin to a dancing triffid is the weeping Blue Atlas Cedar. A product of the original
owner, but now supported in a more aesthetically pleasing manner. To ensure correctness I sort the name “cedrus
atlantica pendula glauca” came the reply. Thank goodness for Google.

COVID had its wicked way with horticultural experiences, unfortunately with the last excursion cancelled. We met at
a local coffee shop to discuss our experience and explore some of Jenny’s esoteric phrases, designed to challenge.
What followed was amazing: an array of topics laid bare as participants drew on past experiences and their own
research. Ladies all I can say is you are awesome.
As are you Jenny Connors you have introduced us to horticultural gems both inspirational and innovative located right
on our door step, while challenging some of our traditional thinking. We truly appreciate your time in negotiating
these visits and contending with COVID cancellations and introducing us to new insights. I for one am so looking
forward to the next instalment.
As for our initial premise. Yes the cut flower does destroy that bloom’s purpose. While I am unlikely to fill a vase with
tomato blossoms, I am acutely aware that my vase is depriving our bees of food and interfering with the flowers’
purpose to reproduce. So I am proposing a tithe, 10% for my vase, the rest as nature intended.
Julie Fitzpatrick

3. Walking Netball
Just as the name suggests, the game is netball as you know it, but at
walking pace. Lois Brinkmann and Lyn Williams started the session in
late March and it has attracted a good following since then, but there
is still room for more participants. It is a game suited to both men and
women of all ages, fitness and skill levels.
Walking Netball is a fun way of keeping fit and active, but much kinder
on ageing joints with no running or jumping involved. It is designed to
improve strength and balance as well as coordination. The rules have
been modified to allow for longer possession of the ball so you can
move around the court, but positions and the aim of scoring goals
remains the same.
The session runs every Wednesday afternoon at the Banksia Centre Stadium from 2pm to 3.30pm or until everyone is
tired out! Each session starts with a warmup and some catching and passing drills. Positions are swapped around so
everyone gets a chance to play in their preferred spot, but also to learn some new tactics and have a chat with
everyone on court.
The main aim of the afternoon is socialising and having fun.
If you think this sounds like the game for you, please contact Lois or Lyn for more details.
Lois 0400170752
Lyn 0405451135

4. Tasmania Pickleball Open 2022
On the weekend of the 25th-26th June, the NuPlay 2022
Tasmania Pickleball Open was held at the Elphin Sports
Centre in Launceston.
The event was a wonderful success with 141 pickleball
players registering for the tournament, (103 Tasmanians
and 38 mainlanders). Port Sorell was very well represented
by 9 enthusiastic U3A members. Well done Claire
Plumbridge, Colleen Appleby, Jenni Smith, Ali Wheatley
(medalist), Leonie Moore, Alex McCabe (medalist) John Bowden, ( medalist) Anita Smith (PAT committee member)
and Sally Brooks (last two ladies missing from photo).
A big thank you to all of our fabulous volunteers: Wayne and Gail Fitzmaurice, Sally Brooks, Anita Smith. Without
you the event would never have been as successful. Your generosity and contribution is much appreciated.
Congratulations everyone. We can all feel very proud of our achievements, especially as the group has only been
playing pickleball at the Banksia Centre (under the U3A banner) for just over 12 months. Let’s all do it again next
year!

PROFORMAS FOR FUTURE NEWSLETTERS
MEMBER PROFILE
MEMBER NAME:
YEAR JOINED PORT SORELL U3A:
WHY DID YOU JOIN?
SHORT PARAGRAPH ON COURSES UNDERTAKEN AND ROLES IN U3A (WHERE APPLICABLE):

OTHER INTERESTING INFORMATION ABOUT YOU:

Please provide a personal photo (NB: this is OPTIONAL)

SHOWCASING OUR PEOPLE AND OUR COURSES
MEMBER NAME:
COURSE IN FOCUS:
SHORT PARAGRAPH OR A COUPLE OF SENTENCES ON WHAT YOU HAVE LEARNT, WHAT YOU ENJOY ABOUT THE
COURSE AND YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS:

Please provide a photo or two of activities

